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and also a life-size bronze of Zoumir, an Arabian racehorse with
his jockey, for Sultan Qaboos bin Said, Sultanate of Oman. Indeed,
credit: Jafe Parsons

compliment to sculpting. “Medicine is something that I love,”
explains Kim. “It is deeply rewarding, but it can also be very
sobering at times, so the artwork allows me a creative outlet that
is very uplifting and rejuvenating.” As well as working with her
mum to create the bronze sculptures, Kim is also designing the
most beautiful jewellery, something she has been doing for 17
years now.
Together, the mother-daughter partnership has travelled the world
including Brazil, Egypt, Africa and Italy as well as extensive travel
in the Middle East. While in the Middle East, Judy and Kim spent
much time researching the history and culture of the region, so
very necessary to understand the most noble of horse breeds.
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Stallion of the Sun life-size bronzes.

An incredibly accurate and beautiful life-size bronze of Escape
Ibn Navarroné-D for Sheikh Ammar bin Humaid Al Nuaimi of the
Ajman Stud, UAE,
January 2009.

One of Judy’s most
memorable moments
came during an early
visit to Egypt, when she
was able to relieve the
dreams of her childhood
– rising at dawn to race
an Arabian stallion
across the desert with
the pyramids silhouetted
in the background; a true
Walter Farley moment.
The emotions that
Photo of Kim and Judy in the ancient
morning ride created city of Jerash, Jordan.
have helped inspire Judy
further in her art and to create her mystical pieces. Robert Vavra,
author/photographer of Equus says: “Balance, beauty, drama, and
strength are the poetic elements I find in Nordquist’s bronzes.
Nordquist is one of the few living sculptors that can accomplish
this perfection found in nature.” High praise indeed, but her works
have certainly captivated a generation.
Their latest bronzes to be unveiled were almost two years ago, in
January 2009. An incredibly accurate and beautiful life-size bronze
of Escape Ibn Navarroné-D (AS Sinans Pacha x Navarroné-P) for
Sheikh Ammar bin Humaid Al Nuaimi of the Ajman Stud, UAE,
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One-fifth life-size portrait bronze of Maggdalina (Magnum Psyche x
Zolina, by Andrzejevo) four-time National Champion Mare owned by
Barbara Chur, Strawberry Banks.

Judy’s work can be found among some of the premier Arabian horse
barns in the United States and the Middle East as well as Mexico,
Argentina and Europe.
In 2006, Judy completed a 1/5th life-size bust titled Al Shaqab
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Collection, which featured *Gazal Al Shaqab, *Marwan Al Shaqab
and *Al Adeed Al Shaqab. “I have been lucky to work with some
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Judy and Kim with the Stallion of the Sun in the original clay at
their studio.

Desert Wind, 20 inch Collectors Limited Edition of 25.

of the most famous and celebrated horses in history”, says Judy.
“From Padrons Psyche to Khemosabi, I have been privileged to have
captured some of the greats through my paintings and bronzes.”
With Judy’s work collected the world over, I asked them about
the current state of the industry, given the global economic crisis
that has been affecting us all recently. “It seems to be difficult to
be successful as an artist,” says Judy. “But if you do what you love,
then it seems to work out. We have found that domestic sales
have levelled out, but our international clientele has grown in
recent years.
“As 2011 approaches, we have plenty of exciting projects to work
on and to keep us both challenged and busy. Kim and I have plans
to travel again – when working on a specific bronze piece, we prefer
to spend time with the horse as each is so different. By seeing the
horse with my hands, I can capture through sculpture their unique
spirit and presence, and make the bronze come alive.”
Evidence of this passion is clear to see in their latest work, Stallion
of the Sun. A life-size bronze of a rearing stallion has just been
finished. And then it will be time for the world to wait, once more,
while Judy goes back to the power of her dreams and creates
another tantalising masterpiece for the world to enjoy. v

A close-up of the sculture, Stallion of the Sun.
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